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How much it costs to grow

A-10 CHAMPIONS
Can a former
FORTUNE 100
president lead the
business school?
MARY ELLEN MCINTIRE
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

A

s business faculty decide whether to put

candidates for dean, they will mull a bigger question: Can a former Fortune 100 president
lead a school?
of Business dean search boast extensive backgrounds in academia, from a senior vice dean
who crafted top-ranked executive education
programs to the dean of a school within the New
York state system.
But John Hofmeister,
the former chief executive
of Shell Oil, stands out
from the pile of C.V.s that
list advanced degrees
and research published in
peer-reviewed journals.
Instead, several faculty
SAM JOHNSON | HATCHET PHOTOGRAPHER
From left, seniors Alex Bonvouloir, Morgan Viehman and Samantha Zeldin splash each other with colors at the annual Holi celebration in Square 80 on
Sunday. The GW Hindu Students Association will spend $1,400 next year on the event, which draws hundreds to the center of campus.

More groups win big in SA budget battle
NICOLA LICATA
HATCHET REPORTER

Lines wrapped around the
Kogan Plaza block on Valentine’s Day as students waited
to play with puppies brought
to campus by a small student
organization called GW Animal
Advocates, which operated on
just a $153 budget.
The group’s funding will
grow by nearly 700 percent
to $1,047 next year after its
“Puppy Love” event brought in
donations and galvanized student support. The organization
is one of hundreds of student
a 12-percent larger student fee
pool and a sharper focus on
the whole campus.
“Basically every event
we’ve had, people will walk

TOP-FUNDED GROUPS

GRAPHICS BY NICK RICE

AVERAGE ALLOCATION SIZE

up to us, like ‘I had no idea that
there was an animal group on
campus,’ and we’ve been getting that all year,” said David
Myerson, the organization’s
outgoing vice president. “Maybe next year we’ll stop hearing
that.”
Most of the 300 groups that
applied for a slice of the Student
Association’s $900,000 pool will
receive more cash next year, the
result of an overall budget upswing that will mean more programming across campus.
The committee awarded an
average of $3,809 to each group,

of academia in nearly 20 years, joining a list of
schools like Wake Forest, Northwestern and Boston universities that have chosen former executives as their business deans in the last four years.
Universities have looked to former CEOs
to lead schools as deans’ roles have morphed

about 30 percent more than
what groups received two years
ago. Just three organizations
that submitted applications received less than $100, compared
to a dozen organizations last
year.
Some smaller organizations, such as the Chinese Cultural Association, GW Band,
the Food Recovery Network
and Agape Campus Christian
Fellowship, received budget increases of at least 200 percent for
next year.
“A lot of smaller orgs that
showed they have put forth a

lot of programming, had substantive programming that’s
saw pretty substantive increascommittee chair Ryan Counihan said.
Still, the 15 groups with the
biggest budgets now receive
40 percent of total funding, up
from one-third last academic
year.
The student fee money will
also go further next year after

Knapp came to GW in 2007, he called on deans
to spend at least 40 percent of their time on fundraising.
a donor to give it a name – a long-standing goal
that would come with a price tag of at least $50
ship in August and came to GW in 2010 from an
academic post at New York University, wrote
three years ago that the business school “must
demonstrate that it is heading toward a top-20
ranking” to land a gift. He wrote that developcould make that large of a donation, according to
a budget plan obtained by The Hatchet.
Each candidate has met or will meet with

''

Start-up orgs,
umbrella groups
get funding boosts

work of deep-pocketed
corporate and political
connections and experi- JOHN HOFMEISTER
ence earning the trust of
analysts and shareholders of the public company
he ran.
Hiring a former CEO poses a risk at a University where faculty have resisted top-down
leadership styles. Faculty in the business school
said they perceived former dean Doug Guthrie’s
quick takeover of the school and ambitious goals
as power grabs, and that he shut them out of decision making within the school.
If Hofmeister is selected as dean by University President Steven Knapp by next month, he

See ALLOCATIONS Page 3

See DEANS Page 3

After suicides, honors program seeks stronger identity on Vern
MARY ELLEN MCINTIRE
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

On many afternoons in the
University Honors Program townhouse this past year, students have
watched marathons of "The West
Wing", studied alongside their professors and spent hours talking with
their advisers about course schedules, careers and life.
But when the program’s roughly 600 students travel between Foggy Bottom and the Mount Vernon
Campus every day for classes, that
community feel stays put in its “center of gravity” on 21st Street, director Maria Frawley said.
The University has increasingly
housed honors students on the Vern
after the program moved one of its
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initial student pushback against the
change, the program has worked

Assistant philosophy professor Mark Ralkowski teaches honors students. The
University Honors Program is looking to pair each freshman with an upperclassman
mentor as part of a programming overhaul to strengthen ties among students.

puses.

fessors, such as stronger one-on-one

the community was shaken by the
suicides of two honors freshmen in
West Hall this semester. Honors faculty will spend the summer looking
at how to help students form closer
ties with their peers and their pro-

like theater performances and hikes
through the Shenandoah Valley.
Maria Frawley, who has run
will ask for a budget increase to hire

Ames Hall suite more of a destination for students.
“We constantly have students
streaming in just to hang out, and
it would be nice for our Mount Vernon suite to become similarly occupied, in a way,” Frawley said in an

Call Now or Order On-

We constantly have
students streaming
in just to hang out,
and it would be
nice for our Mount
Vernon suite to
become similarly
occupied.
MARIA FRAWLEY
Director of the University Honors Program
interview in the program's Foggy
Bottom townhouse.
The elite program, which has an
about 7.5 percent acceptance rate,
also plans to host more events like
pumpkin-carving and gingerbread
house-making, which students say
they still remember years later.
Mark Ralkowski, an assistant

(202) 337-1000 www.mannyandolgas.com
$3 off your first online order

philosophy professor in the honors
program, said he also wanted the
program to help build a student
center, which would strengthen its
identity on the suburban campus
about 15 minutes away.
As a faculty-in-residence in
Somers Hall, Ralkowski said he
would work more closely with the
honors program's resident advisers next year and is already planning more events for next fall, like a
picnic at a local park. He said he'd
eventually like to move into the
honors housing in West Hall.
Some of those ideas came out of
a two-and-a-half hour long meeting
last month that gave students the
chance to tell faculty and top administrators areas where the program
needs improvement.
The meeting, which was attended by Provost Steven Lerman and
led by Frawley and program coordinator Catherine Chandler, was a
venue for students to voice suggestions for improving the program.
Overcoming the disconnect between the two campuses is something the University has struggled
See HONORS Page 3
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by NICK RICE

CRIME LOG
DESTRUCTION

Off Campus
oQN
Case closed

The University Police Department responded to a report of a bicycle seat on fire at the
intersection of New Hampshire Avenue and
H Street and extinguished the flame. The
D.C. fire department also responded and
issued a report for misdemeanor destruction
of property.
Referred to D.C. Fire and EMS

DISORDERLY CONDUCT/LIQUOR LAW
VIOLATION
Stockton Hall
oQN
Case closed

UPD saw an intoxicated student urinating
in the patio area of the building. She was assessed and transported to GW Hospital for
treatment.
Referred for disciplinary action

BURGLARY II/DESTRUCTION
International House
o6OLOPXOUJNF
Case closed

Two students reported that their room,
which had been left unlocked, was vandalized with the contents of their refrigerator.
No suspects or witnesses
–Compiled by Benjamin Kershner
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Members of Pi Beta Phi hose down University Yard on Saturday for Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity’s 10th annual Fireman’s Challenge, an
event to raise money for the D.C. Firefighters Burn Foundation. The event included a slip-n-slide and tug of war.

POPULAR LAST WEEK
1

SENIOR FATALLY
STRUCK BY
CAR IN COLLEGE
PARK
Carlos Pacanins, 23,
died after he was struck
by a car in downtown
College Park, Md.

2

‘SUGAR
DADDY’ SITE
ATTRACT
STUDENTS

More than 100
have used Seeking
Arrangement to find
wealthy dates.

WORTH QUOTING

I feel awestruck by the kind
of character I’ve seen in
the freshmen. They almost
feel like mythical heroes
after some of the challenges
they’ve had.
MARK RALKOWSKI, a philosophy professor
in the honors program, on students’
resilience after two freshmen in the tightknit program died this year.
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3

SEXUAL ASSAULT
TESTIMONY
HELPS SHAPES
D.C. POLICY

Advocates call a student’s
story pivotal in pushing
forward legislation that will
likely pass next month.

THIS WEEK

WATCH
ONLINE

VISUALIZED
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Video by Kendall Payne

Monday, April 21

Tuesday, April 22

Learn about sustainability at GW
as community members showcase
how they make a difference to the
environment. University President
Steven Knapp will speak at noon.
,PHBO1MB[BtBN

Enjoy a night of liberal-themed spoken
word, dances, comedy sketches, a
capella and other performances.
.BSWJO$FOUFS3PPN 7 p.m.

Annual Earth Day Fair

Friday, April 25

CADE Annual Mix-Off

Enjoy free barbecue and mocktails
with GWise and the Center for
Alcohol and other Drug Education
to learn about responsible
drinking.
,PHBO1MB[BtQN

GW College Democrats’ Open
Mic Night

Sunday, April 26
GW Military Mile

The Office of Military and Veteran
Student Services will honor those
who have served by launching the
first annual 10-kilometer march
from GW to the Arlington National
Cemetery.
,PHBO1MB[BtBN
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Business school group’s budget
cut after buying Google Glass
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Senior Carlos Pacanins, who was fatally struck by a car in downtown College Park, Md., was remembered by
family and friends at a memorial at the Newman Center last week.

College Park officials tackle road
safety after pedestrian deaths
ZAID SHOORBAJEE &
COLLEEN MURPHY
HATCHET STAFF WRITERS

City leaders in College Park,
Md. are calling for permanent
changes to the intersection where
cars have struck four pedestrians
over the last year, including GW
senior Carlos Pacanins, who was
killed crossing the street there last
week.
Police and local lawmakers are
urging long-term solutions such
rity at the four-lane intersection of
after four people have been struck
by cars at the street corner since
July 2013.
The College Park City Council
and Mayor Andrew Fellows sent
a letter last week to the state highway administration, proposing to
lower the speed limit by 5 mph to

crosswalk and install better lighting.
Since the April 11 incident that
killed Pacanins, the city has stainstalled temporary lights and
placed large signs calling it a pedestrian safety zone.
launched a public awareness camdestrian safety to people walking
on the street.
The city could install fences
along the road or speed bumps,
University of Maryland’s police
department spokesman Marc Limansky said. He said cars often
drive faster than the 30-mph speed
limit, and the area can become
even more congested when bars
close.
Limansky said he could only
recall two deaths in his 20 years

patrolling the area, which he said
was “very lucky given the number of people that cross the street
there.”
Prince George’s County Police
Cpl. Jason Smith said Thursday
and Friday nights are particularly
dangerous at the intersection.
“It is the type of area that
would be prone to problems,”
Smith said.
Pacanins was the second person killed in an accident there, a
popular nightlife area for University of Maryland students. UMD
student Cory Hubbard died from
an accident in January. On Saturday, a pedestrian was hit by a car
around 12:30 a.m. after leaving a
nearby restaurant.
Pacanins was likely under the
hit trying to cross the road while
investigators say.

Former CEO in running for deanship
From Page 1
top administrators, including Vice
President for Development and
Alumni Relations Michael Morsberger.
A former CEO will have a
large network of donors to appeal
to, but former University President
Stephen Joel Trachtenberg said
connections don’t guarantee fundraising success.
“It’s possible that you can be
a businessman and know lots of
people, but they have no interest
in the George Washington University,” Trachtenberg said.
He pointed to David Fowler,
former dean of the College of Professional Studies who came to GW
Trachtenberg said faculty were initially skeptical of Fowler, but by
were disappointed to see the dean
step down.
school’s search committee will
narrow down its shortlist to three
candidates, from which Knapp
and Provost Steven Lerman will
select the dean.

Hofmeister has spent several
years teaching at Arizona State
University, where he has focused
on forming a national energy strategy.
Managing tenured professors
could be a challenge for Hofmeister, a GW faculty member with
knowledge of the conversations
ness might not translate to the
right leadership skills at a school.
“If you’re leading in the corporate world, there’s an authority structure there. There isn’t the
authority structure in academia,”
the professor, who spoke on conditions of anonymity, said.
John Byrne, editor in chief
of the business school blog Poets and Quants, said at a school
fraught with politics, a candidate
likely have an easier transition into
the post. But the former president
of a large company like Shell Oil
would be able to work well with
others, Byrne said.
He said Hofmeister would
need to convince the search committee that he can bring in large
cits the school faces.

on the things they will change, and
potentially align themselves with
powerful faculty and let them do
said.
Hofmeister would join Frank
Sesno, director of the School of MeKennedy, director of the Graduate
School of Political Management, as
leaders of GW’s schools who started out in the professional world.
Sesno, who served as the
Washington bureau chief at CNN
before coming to GW, said he

nance committee slashed the
MBA Association’s budget by
about 22 percent this year after
the organization used its funding last year to purchase Google
Glass for its members.
The $1,500 cost for the hightech wearable computer was
not listed in the organization’s
funding request last year, SA Finance chair Ryan Counihan said.
Though Counihan said that use
of funds was allowed under the
mittee considered the purchase
when deciding the organization’s
budget this year.
“This is something they can
spend money on, but wasn’t in
their budget so it may be held
against them,” Counihan said.
“People can spend money on
things that weren’t in their budget
with the SA at all, so there’s little
oversight into how the money is
spent.”

The organization will still receive $40,000, making it one of the
year, pending a full senate vote
Wednesday. That compares to
the $51,000 they received last year
for the campus’ largest group
for graduate business students.
Multiple members of the group’s
quests for comment.
committee will have greater overyear after the University invests
hundreds of thousands of dollars
in a budget-tracking system.
proves each group’s budgets for
the upcoming year based on speLunar New Year or fees for athletic referees. But until this year,
the committee has been unable
to check how that amount was
spent.

-Allison Kowalski

Officials talk mental health
with Class of 2018 parents
Administrators
defended
GW’s counseling services Friday
after the parents of newly admitted students used the bulk of an
hour-long information session to
ask about the recent string of suicides on campus.
The academics and student
life-focused presentation, which
brought hundreds of families to
Lisner Auditorium, drew questions from a handful of parents
about the quality of campus mental health resources.
Two students committed suicide this semester and another
student died from an unconcampus.
Forrest Maltzman, a top academic administrator at GW who
led the event, told parents he
believed the counseling center’s
services were strong and that top
“I cannot promise you that
these sorts of tragedies will never
occur on campus because they
probably occur on a number
of campuses, throughout high
schools and all sorts of places in
America,” Maltzman said. “But I
think we’re doing a pretty good
job in spite of the several instances that you’re referring to.”
University Counseling Cen-

ter director Silvio Weisner, who
attended the panel because GW
had anticipated questions from
parents, listed the center’s hours,
call-in services and policies.
Weisner said he attended
the panel and joined families at
breakfast and lunch during the
admissions visit because he anticipated parents would want
information about mental health
services.
He and Maltzman touted the
CARE Network, a referral system
launched two years ago to act as a
safety net for students.
Several parents asked whether the students who died, Sean
Keefer, Benjamin Asma and Lynley Redwood, had used counseling services. Weisner said confrom sharing that information.
The administrators urged
parents to talk to their students
about GW’s physical and mental
health resources.
“Sometimes that takes a
parent’s help to go ahead and
encourage their sons or daughters to get the help they need,”
Maltzman said.
Parents also asked about alcohol policies, campus security and
freshman orientation programs.

-Brianna Gurciullo

a university’s organizational model, which requires leaders to work
with tenured faculty and follow
zation.
He said he had more leverage
over his budget and the authora check on his decisions as CNN’s
Washington bureau chief. A collaborative leadership style, like
bringing in faculty to reshape the
school’s curriculum, helped him
transition into seeking faculty input before making any decisions,
he said.
—Jacqueline Thomsen and Chloé
Sorvino contributed reporting
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University Counseling Center director Silvio Weisner said he attended
the admitted students panel Friday because GW had anticipated
some families would bring questions about mental health resources
after a string of suicides on campus.

Student Bar Association, Club Sports Council win biggest allocations
From Page 1
weeks reviewing each group’s budget requests, bringing a sharper eye
to each dollar spent.
clearer picture of the costs of dozens of campus events, such as the
combined $84,000 for Fall Fest and
Spring Fling, $32,750 for Alternative
Breaks trips, $15,000 for the College
Republicans’ keynote speaker and
$11,000 for Greek Week.
budgets Wednesday.
When deciding groups’ budcreasingly emphasized the impact
that each organization will have on
the campus-wide community.

Center for Student Engagement
director Tim Miller said he began
to notice that emphasis on larger
campus events three years ago amid
growing calls for SA budget transparency. Previously, the only way to
tures was through a website where
groups uploaded cell phone photos
of receipts.
Miller pointed to the priority of
bigger programming – like Program
Board’s concerts, which received
$14,000 more in funding this year
– over small members-only events,
bership T-shirts.
Still, some of the largest campus
organizations are not required to
Umbrella groups – including

the Student Bar Association, Club
Sports Council, the MBA Association, the Engineer’s Council and the
GSEHD Association – received a
total of $178,193 to dole out to suborganizations. Those allocations
are separate from those of the SA

across the country, and its spring
festival that brought 20 colleges together for traditional performances.

The Chinese Cultural Association, one of the smaller organizations that also saw a big increase,
will receive $2,310. That’s up from
$350 last year, and will be used to
host events like the Lunar New
Year’s Festival.
Outgoing president Irene Sui
believes the group’s funding increase was the result of successful
events like its basketball tournament, which brought together
Chinese students from 28 colleges

sive for Chinese,” treasurer Ya Gao

nering with other international student organizations.

more to make [the organization]
more well known amongst the entire student body.”
Some organizations saw big
dips in funding after botching their
budget requests, including the College Democrats and Organization
of Latino American Students, which
left a combined $24,000 up for grabs.
Those groups will rely more

heavily on the co-sponsorship fund
– to keep up the pace of their programming.
Miller said the co-sponsorship
fund is a cushion for student organizations that are willing to cater their
programming to a larger student
base.
Miller added that student organizations will perennially claim they
are underfunded, but groups’ allo“I think [the allocations] should
shift every year but it has to be a
measured and clear process,” Miller
said, adding, “If the SA gave the
same money year to year, what’s the
point?”
—Sarah Ferris and Allison Kowalski
contributed reporting.

After pair of tragedies, honors program to strengthen Vern identity
From Page 1
with for years. Frawley said the
program’s coordinators cannot try
to compete with the Foggy Bottom
Campus while attracting more students to the Vern, but rather try to
“We have to market Mount Ver-

its fabulous Foggy Bottom campus,
some real advantages: a lot of grassy
space, this wonderful smaller library,” she said.
Sophomore Fatema Ghasletwala said she remembers countless
hours studying in the townhouse
basement and planning out her
course schedule with her advisers,
“A lot of the friends I made to

man year in the basement of the
townhouse for study hours,” she
said.
The honors program would also
tweak its mentorship system, pairing each new student with an upperclassman. Currently, two upperclassman mentors work with each
class section, which includes about
15 students.
The group aims to balance the

community feel of a small liberal
arts college with the reasons honors students choose GW over topranked universities, like internships
and being in the middle of a city.
The program accepts about 150
students each year, though it typically receives about 2,000 applications. Faculty have tried to improve
its retention by making the program
Still, in the wake of two deaths

within the program, Ralkowski said
he has seen students grow closer together. He added he has gotten closer to students who have leaned on
the honors program to cope through
their grief.
“I feel awestruck by the kind
of character I’ve seen in the freshman. They almost feel like mythical
heroes after some of the challenges
they’ve had,” he said.
—Eva Palmer contributed reporting.
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WHAT THE UNIVERSITY WON'T TALK ABOUT THIS WEEK
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FROM

THE FORUM

“The Kansas City killings should remind us all that, even in
our home country, safety isn’t guaranteed for any minorities,
including Jews.”
blogs.gwhatchet.com/theforum
–WALTER REICH, JOUFSOBUJPOBMBGGBJSTQSPGFTTPS POUIFBOUJTFNFUJD,BOTBTTIPPUJOHt"QSJM
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SEXUAL ASSAULT ON CAMPUS

Capitalizing on a
well-intentioned first step
a GW email out of your trash
folder, it’s now.
You might have received
an email last week from diversity leader Terri Harris Reed. It
contained a link to a survey the
University will use to gauge
students’ experiences with
sexual violence. They’ll use the
results to shape new programs
and resources for sexual assault
survivors on campus.
On its face, the survey
sounds like a good idea: It’s
a way to gather information
about a serious campus issue
from a wider swath of student
voices, instead of just passionate activist groups like Students
Against Sexual Assault.
But the University must
use these results to enact
real change. This survey
should be the first step in
a longer, more expansive
process – not a well-intentioned missed opportunity.
For instance, GW is in the
process of hiring a Title IX coordinator – the top administrator who ensures GW complies
with discrimination laws – to
replace Tara Pereira. She oversaw the University’s prevention of and response to sexual
violence on campus, and was
widely respected as an advocate for survivors. The results
from this survey can illuminate
this administrator’s top priorities: Should the position be retooled? Should GW spread that
workload over several administrators? Should GW create a
single resource center for sexual
violence issues?
Surveys like these help address sexual assault’s title as

the “silent epidemic.” Federal
studies show that about one in
experience an attempted or
completed sexual assault, but
95 percent of attacks go unreported nationwide, according
to the American Association of
University Women.

This survey should
be the first step
in a longer
process, not a
well-intentioned
missed
opportunity.
Between 2008 and 2012,
GW’s University Police Department recorded just 54
forcible sex offenses.
GW can’t possibly glean
enough information from
this small pool of survivors
and other students to make
substantive policy changes.
There simply isn’t enough
data from these cases. This
study is a good way to get
information
from
those
members of the community
who do not pursue formal
reporting channels at the
University.
Administrators must also
embrace their responsibility to
release this data publicly, and
in context. Sexual assault information is vital to student
safety, and administrators can’t
obscure details. Students need
to know the campus climate
around sexual violence, and

how GW can improve. A University spokesperson declined
to comment on whether GW
has plans to publicly release the
survey’s results.
Going forward, the University should continue to
seek student input on other
controversial campus dialogues that leave out thousands of student voices.
For instance, administrators could use a series of
questions about GW’s mental
health climate as they shape
services and bulk up University Counseling Center resources, especially now that
heart of Foggy Bottom.
As we have seen in the past
few months in the wake of four
student deaths, the UCC has extions and plans to add permanent counseling on the Mount
Vernon Campus. A survey can
help the UCC better understand the campus culture and
react to more subtle changes in
students’ mental health needs,
after abrupt tragedies.
As GW’s contract with
its food service provider, Sodexo, expires in 2016, students
should have a fair opportunity
to weigh in on future dining options through a comprehensive
survey. Dean searches, which
currently involve only one or
two students, could address
broader student concerns by
using college-wide surveys.
This model, if used across
the board, can shape change
while including student input
at a University where it is easy
to get lost in the crowd.

Don’t force student athletes to front
their own health costs

T

wo weeks after the
conclusion of his
breakout sophomore
season, guard Joe McDonaldwas in the hospital
for hip surgery. And just after
women’s basketball co-captain
Megan Nipe’s career ended in
the Women’s NIT Sweet 16,
she had an operation to repair
a torn ACL.
When athletes get hurt,
who pays for their care?
At GW, athletes and their
families use their own insurance, and the University picks
up secondary coverage. Athletes with remaining expenses
can also apply for aid from the
NCAA’s Special Assistance
Fund. GW decides how to distribute that money.
That’s a decent system. It’s
better than some schools like
Colgate and Oklahoma, where
athletes who leave school are
sometimes saddled with tens
of thousands of dollars in outof-pocket medical expenses.
The NCAA mandates that every competing athlete has private insurance.
In his third year as athletic
director, Patrick Nero told me
he couldn’t recall any time an
that GW couldn’t meet.
“The system, right now, is
working,” he said.
However, the system does
have its shortcomings. GW
two years after the injury date.
For any injuries that require
long-term medical treatment,
players are on their own.
Health care is a key part
of the debate over whether
college athletes are students
or workers. Football players
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Krimmel
Columnist
at Northwestern University
most recently stirred that debate with their push for unionization. The dispute isn’t just
about athletes who want more
perks to go along with their
“free” education.
If an athlete suffers an injury during an athletic contest
NCAA and GW, the unpaid
college student and his or her
family should not be responsible for medical expenses. It
doesn’t matter if the expenses
are covered by insurance (but
hikes up future costs), or comes
out of their pockets right away.
powerhouse that raked in more
than $913 million last year,
shouldn’t be a last resort when
it comes to paying for the injuries of Division I athletes, who
are, essentially, their employees.
Of the about $498 million the NCAA distributed to
Division I schools this year,
only about 2 percent was
used for health and safety
expenses as a part of the
Student Assistance Fund, according to the Division I revenue distribution plan.
Athletes take risks when
they play sports, and the
their backs. The NCAA, a
typically slow-moving institution, must take steps now

to reform itself.
The NCAA can take inspiration from its own legislative
council, which decided Tuesday to allow Division I schools
to provide their scholarship
and walk-on athletes “unlimited meals and snacks.”
Nero lobbied the NCAA
to change the old rule. “There
is no real logical reason for the
NCAA to limit what a university feels is a necessary nutritional plan for its student athletes,” he said.
This policy change, and
Nero’s central role in advocating for it, could be a good
omen for changing the health
care policy for athletes both at
GW and across the NCAA.

"UIMFUFTUBLF
risks when they
play sports, and
UIF/$""HBJOT
financially on their
backs.
“I think from an NCAA
standpoint, it’s more about,
cial resources going from the
puses to make sure that the
student athletes’ needs are being met?’” Nero said. “I can see
that conversation continuing.”
Athletes don’t just need to
eat well on campus. They sacsecretly, as Nipe did – and
need protection long after their
careers end.
–Ben Krimmel, a senior
majoring in international affairs,
is a Hatchet columnist.
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For controversial donations,
transparency is key

F

undraising – otherwise known
as the art of convincing people
to give you money – can sometimes be a slimy business. That
doesn’t mean the money the University receives has to come from slimy
people, but we shouldn’t be surprised
that GW doesn’t feel the same way.
The University has accepted more
than $100,000 from the Charles Koch
Foundation in part to support students who work unpaid internships.
That sum made GW the recipient of
the charity’s 10th largest gift to a college in 2012.
You might have heard of the Koch
brothers. But even if you don’t know
exactly why they’re famous, you’re
likely aware why some people wince
when they here their name.
Charles and David Koch are the
owners of Koch Industries, a multinational corporation that invests heavFoundation is well known for promoting small government and deregulation, while also lining the pockets of
conservative politicians. The Kochs
tend to donate to institutions that support market-based solutions, meaning
they’re looking to build an army of
young, conservative-minded students.
Cards on the table, I disagree with
ment and then use the money to back
politicians who will support pro-oil
policies. It’s a twisted cycle, and it’s
our messy political system at work.
But even though most of our
student body leans left, we can’t
expect our administration to reject
hefty checks just because they’re
from donors we don’t like. It
wouldn’t make sense to argue that
GW should avoid any and all politically charged donations.
Here’s the problem, though: It’s
impossible to tell whether strings are
attached to this donation. The University has declined to disclose if there
were any conditions that came with
accepting the money.
dents deserve to know whether politics play a role in these decisions. Donors can be outspoken Republicans
or Democrats, yes, but fundraising
requires transparency.
Skepticism regarding this donation isn’t just paranoia. At Florida
State University, for example, the Koch
Foundation gave money on the condition that the group could approve new
hires. We need certainty that donors’
big money isn’t swaying the content of
our education.
There are examples of promiJames Beck, advertising director
Lauren Corsello, accounting director
Liesel Kohn, distribution manager

Kinjo Kiema
Writer
nent liberals donating to GW as well.
George Soros, the left-leaning philanthropist counterpart to the Kochs, has
donated more than $300,000 to GW to
fund research about drug addiction
and recovery.
The list of GW’s relationships
doesn’t end there. Our public health
school accepted a massive donation
in March from Michael Milken, a Wall
Street mogul who spent almost two
years in prison for securities fraud and
conspiracy. The name of a felon will
now forever be plastered on the side of
one of GW’s newest buildings.
And two years ago, GW gave an
honorary degree to Carlos Slim and accepted a donation from the billionaire
who has faced criticism for disadvantaging Mexico’s poor. GW also has an
ongoing effort to try to acquire more
research grants and donations from
corporations – a smart move, but one
fraught with risk of ethical breaches.
The University obviously relies on
this money to pay for research, scholarships and program expansions. But
at the end of the day, the primary goal
of a university is to educate its students and generate new ideas.
We should ensure that the money
we bring in never clouds this goal. We
should be disturbed that donors of any
political leaning could pull strings or
knowledge.
“When a donor’s reputation
comes into question, the institution
can face backlash by association. To the
best of its ability, the institution should
try to anticipate these possibilities as
it makes a decision about accepting a
gift,” according to a statement from the
Council for Advancement and Support of Education, a professional association that has advised GW.
As the University embarks on
what will likely be a $1 billion fundraising campaign, it must know that
all eyes will scrutinize these gifts. Deeffort to not only rake in big gifts, but
also allow the entire community to
know where the money is going and
whether strings are attached.
Transparency is key when academic freedom and the community’s trust
is on the line.
–Kinjo Kiema, a freshman majoring
in political communication, is a Hatchet
opinions writer.
Grant Brown, sales representative
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Student DJ promotes music
with sticker campaign

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

If his catchy stage moniker doesn’t catch your eye,
sophomore DJ Lean Quatisands of brightly colored
stickers emblazoned with
an “LQ” logo on city lamp
posts, garbage cans and stop
signs will.
Quatifah has gained
popularity in D.C. clubs and
the internet soundscape,
boasting mixes with hundreds of plays on SoundCloud that fuse house and
trap, a genre with roots in
Southern hip hop. And he’s
put almost as much emphasis on perfecting his image
as he has on putting together
the perfect mix.
His stickering is also a
form of vandalism under
D.C. law, so the sophomore
only agreed to speak on the
condition of anonymity.
Over winter break,
Quatifah said he spent $170
on 6,000 stickers – a supply
that’s dwindled to about
2,000 as he plasters them
across city and campus
walls. When social media
and stickering fall short, ingenuity compensates: In a
promotional campaign he
called “Lean Quat-Easter,”

music in plastic Easter eggs
across campus.
“The local marketing is
very visual based. You have
to spend money so people
see your name,” he said.
Quatifah said establishconstant outreach to local
clubs, including Flash on
U Street, Tropicalia and Ulin a city already saturated
with aspiring DJs and producers.
But he has landed gigs at
Lima, Rosebar and Malmaison alongside Australian DJ
Bass Kleph and mash-up artist Trademark.
“I have the marketability to be like, ‘I’m young,
I’m musical, I have a lot
of friends in D.C. who can
come listen, and I’ve been
deejaying for four years now,
so I’m not going to fuck up
or mess up your sound system,’” Quatifah said.
Building that following
takes more than bombarding
friends with SoundCloud
links, said Garrett Lockhart,
who graduated in 2013 and
deejayed under the name
GLock.
As an undergraduate,
Lockhart promoted himself
campus. (GW Housing has

they appear in residence
halls.) He also ordered hundreds of stickers with his
logo – a combat plane from
the Star Fox video game series – and 150 T-shirts in a semester to give to club bouncers, students and promoters.
Lockhart, who graduated in 2013, piqued the interest of local booking agents
at Lima and the now-defunct
Sweet Spot – as long as he
could rally a congregation of
college students.
“When [clubs] asked me
to play a show, I thought it
was because I was talented,
but really it had a lot more
to do with who I knew and
my position as a college kid,”
Lockhart said. “They were
just trying to make it as convenient as possible for GW
kids to show up.”
Promoters want to draw
crowds and make money on
drink sales, Quatifah said,
which means DJs have to cater to calls for popular radio
hits.
“A number of times
I’ve been playing a song
and I’m like, ‘God, I love
this song, this is so great,’
and in the next second
the promoter is yelling in
my ear, ‘Go back to Top
40! There’s no one buying
drinks!’” he said.

Used vinyls trump new releases
on Record Store Day
EMILY HOLLAND
CONTRIBUTING CULTURE EDITOR

Record Store Day is every hipster’s dream holiday
– if you have a thick wallet.
After I received a new
record player for Christmas
(yes, one of those cute ones
excited to celebrate the event
After hopping around
a few stores in the District,
I realized the new releases
But, thankfully, there were
plenty of cheap, used records, too.

Hill & Dale Records

This Georgetown store,
which opened in February, is
tucked away in a courtyard
by the canal, and I was overwhelmed by the collection of
records once I went inside.
Hill & Dale doesn’t sell
used records, but owner Rob
Norton said the store might
records were somewhat out
of my price range, with most
between $20 and $50.
Norton said the boxed
set of poetic alternative-rock
band Cake was his best-seller so far that day, but he expected more people to come
later in the afternoon to look
at a new shipment once it
was processed.

Smash! Records

After waiting in line outside for about 10 minutes by
this Adams Morgan shop –
they were only letting a few
people in at a time to prevent
overcrowding – I stepped
down into a darkness full
of used records, T-shirts and
vintage clothing.

JAMIE FINKELSTEIN | HATCHET STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Stores throughout the District participated in Record Store
Day, an annual event that promotes the release of special
edition vinyl records by artists.

It was at Smash! that I
day: a used copy of the Rolling Stones’ “Sticky Fingers,”
complete with the zipper on
the front of the album cover.
For only $8.99, this was exactly what I had come out for
– good records that wouldn’t
leave me broke. (Though a
$75.99 Flaming Lips boxed
set was enticing.)
The shop’s Record Store
Day collection was smaller
than Hill & Dale’s, but they
had some solid ones in stock
when I got there a few hours
after they opened. “The
Wizard of Oz” soundtrack,
newly released on a limited
edition green vinyl, was only
$21.99, on the cheaper end
of some of the other Record
Store Day boxed sets and reissues.

Crooked Beat Records

Just a few blocks down
18th Street from Smash!, I
ducked through the doorway and was greeted by
an army of men behind the
counter, frantically sifting

Union Market
April 25, $10

For its second drive-in show of
the spring, Union Market will
feature the Oscar-winning
flick “Frozen.”
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Student DJ Lean Quatifah markets his music by posting brightly colored stickers on city lamp
posts, garbage cans and stop signs. He spent $170 on 6,000 stickers over winter break.

KAROLINA RAMOS

DRIVE-IN THEATER

through their new Record
Store Day boxes looking for
customer requests.
I went straight for the
used records again, but, at
2 p.m., most of them were
already picked over by the
earlier crowd. Thinking it
couldn’t hurt to look through
their newer releases, I waited
to move through the line
with everyone else, stopping
to sift through each letter of
the alphabet.
A live double-LP Nirvana album of their 1992
performance in Melbourne
was calling my name until I saw its $29.99 price tag.
Crooked Beat also stocked
newer releases like The xx’s
“Coexist” for $17.99, which
was a bit more in my range.
With a solid selection
of 7-inch records as well,
including The Killers’
“Human” for only $5.99
and the Carpenters’ “Top
Of The World” for $2.99,
Crooked Beat’s pricier
new albums were wellable oldies.

M.I.A. FT. A$AP FERG
Echostage
April 27, $45

The “Bad Girls” songstress brings her
hip-hop sound to the popular music hall.

FANFARLO

U Street Music Hall
April 26, $15
The indie electronica group
will join Lilies on Mars to
promote its third studio
album “Let’s Go Extinct.”

April 24, 1995: The Virginia Science and Technology Campus unveils a solar
car built by more than 30 students to compete in Sunrayce ‘95.

Sports

THE

GAMES
NUMBER

CRUNCH

BASEBALL

After closing out their season
on a four-game winning streak,
the Colonials have their sites set
on a second-straight A-10 finals
appearance.

The Colonials will continue their
playoff push against the Spiders,
who are currently tied with GW
for eighth place in the conference
standings.

Atlantic 10 Championship
Thursday tAll day

OF THE WEEK
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WOMEN’S TENNIS

17

Richmond
Friday-Sunday

The number of consecutive races won by the men’s rowing Varsity 8,
JV8 and Freshman 8 boats after their three gold-medal finishes at the
Southern Intercollegiate Rowing Association Championships.

MEN’S TENNIS
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WOMEN’S SOCCER
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BASEBALL
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WOMEN’S SQUASH
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GW spreads wealth across teams as funding pot grows
NORA PRINCIOTTI
HATCHET STAFF WRITER

Behind the rapid serves
and quick footwork that
helped the men’s tennis team
earn its third Atlantic 10
championship in five years
Sunday is a funding plan that
has increased the team’s budget by more than 220 percent
since 2003.
The team spent $496,841
two years ago on recruiting
trips, coaches’ salaries and
training programs – a quarter more than the next-largest
men’s tennis budget in the
conference, according to recent data made available by
the Department of Education.
While the success of
GW athletics wavers across
sports and years, one trend is
clear: The University is putting more money into sports
considered
“non-revenue
generating” than most in
the conference. At the same
time, funding for the men’s
basketball team ranks fourth
from the bottom of the A-10
in decade-long growth.
Men’s basketball cer-

tainly makes the most money
($3.1 million in 2012) and attracts the most fans, but the
financial strategy backs up
rhetoric repeated by administrators that they want “each
of our teams to have the resources that would allow
them to be competitive within the conference,” athletics
director Patrick Nero said in
an interview.
On average, GW sports
have seen expenses grow
more than 55 percent since
2003, mostly during the 17year tenure of athletic director Jack Kvancz, who retired
in 2011. That overall growth
is nearly three times the rate
of growth for men’s basketball.
The biggest boost across
the board, however, came
with a $5 million jolt of funding in Nero’s first year – the
year in which the University
completed an athletics strategic plan.
Overall, the University
spent $25 million on athletics
in 2012, about 2.6 percent of
the University’s total operating budget.

How teams get funded

Many GW programs
have taken advantage of
growing money pot with
standout years. For example,
men’s water polo finished the
year with its best record since
the 2006-07 season and men’s
rowing won the GW Invitational last week for the first
time in the event’s history.
Funding sports more
evenly has helped the department attract coaches.
Women’s soccer head coach

Sarah Barnes said she came
to GW two years ago because
it was “clear in the interview
process” that the team would
be well-supported by the
University.
“We continue to see
a commitment to help
all sports raise the bar,”
Barnes said.
Since she came, the
department has given her
33-player team nutritional
supplements and heart
rate monitors that “allow
our athletes to be trained at
an elite level,” Barnes said.
Raymond Sauer, chair
of the department of economics at Clemson University and an expert in
the organization of sports,
said that there really is no
incentive to funnel money toward non-revenue
sports. It only comes from
a University’s “set of core
values.”
“It’s up to the athletic
director and the president
of the University to really
establish what the right
thing to do is and go about
it the right way,” Sauer
said. “There’ll be economic
incentives to focus, like the
market does, more on [big]
sports but you need to offset that with institutional
values.”

Nero said the department decides each team’s
budget for the next year by
comparing how GW’s team
stacks up with the conference’s top teams. The team’s
budget then grows more than
the competitor in its coveted
slot.
The department also
doesn’t “compare volleyball
to basketball” when deciding on where to allocate resources.
He said the athletic department looked at the Dayton volleyball program, the
most successful in the A-10.
It devised a five-year plan to
give GW the same funding as
Dayton’s team by its completion.
Current win-loss records
and revenue brought in also
aren’t chief factors in funding
decisions, he added.
“It’s not just win-loss records,” Nero said. “You have
to evaluate where each program is going and feeling like
you can get feedback for your
investment.”
Nero, who has been at
GW since 2011, oversaw the
release of the athletic department’s strategic plan, which
will guide the University’s
funding strategy for athletics
through 2016.
That document looked
to set GW’s athletics department on a path to catapult it
from near the bottom of the
conference in overall funding
to the upper tier.
Those costs, committed
by the University but allocated under the athletics department budget, helped fund
investments in facilities like
those at the Smith Center, the
construction of new tennis
courts, the 2011 renovations
of Barcroft Park and the soccer and lacrosse turf field on
the Mount Vernon Campus.
“When student athletes
come visit GW, we no longer
don’t show them facilities,”

Nero said.
Overall, VCU, Massachusetts and Fordham outspent
GW in athletics in 2012, with
Massachusetts clocking in
with top dollar at nearly $28.7
million.

The men’s basketball strategy

GW grew the men’s basketball budget 20 percent between 2003 and 2012 to about
$3.1 million. Just 105 miles
away, VCU has grown the
men’s basketball budget by
340 percent since 2003, now
totaling more than $5.1 million annually.
Six A-10 schools, including GW, sent teams to
the NCAA tournament in
March. Of those teams, GW
has added the most money
to the budgets of men’s and
women’s squash, men’s golf,
men’s and women’s tennis,
women’s soccer, men’s and
women’s rowing and men’s
and women’s water polo
since 2003.
Still, as the athletic strategic plan enters its third
year – and the University announces a massive fundraising campaign – men’s basketball could see the growth
of its budget catch up to its
competitors.
Nero added that keeping
the success going for men’s
basketball is critical because
“success in men’s basketball
does define you to the rest of
the conference.” That exposure is critical as the athletics
department’s fundraisers try
to double the amount of donations over the next three
years to $2 million.
Coyte Cooper, a professor of sport administration
at the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill, said
he would expect GW to probably start spending more on
men’s basketball, saying that
it would “most definitely” be
easier to focus on all sports
when basketball is “not emphasized as much.”

Men’s tennis grabs revenge and
third A-10 title in four years
AARON ESPARZA
HATCHET REPORTER

The men's tennis team
had the top seed in the conference tournament, ranking
No. 57 in the country, but
knew the Atlantic 10 finals
match against defending
champion VCU would be
the year's true test.
The Colonials had been
looking forward to the rematch for a year – since the
Rams just held off a storming
Colonials comeback attempt
last season.
But GW kept their emotions in check, even after
barely losing the crucial doubles point, and got the revenge they had sought. The
Colonials beat VCU, 4-1, and
captured the A-10 title for the
third time in four years.
“Everything [went] right
this weekend,” head coach
Greg Munoz said. “It couldn’t
have ended in a better way.”
The Rams got out to an
early lead in doubles play
off the strength of their No. 3
duo, which took down the senior duo of Viktor Svensson
and Ulrik Thomsen, 8-4.
In the tiebreakers, the No.
2 duo of sophomore Danil
Zelenkov and senior Nikita
Fomin won 8-7(6), leaving the
doubles point up to the No. 1
matchup of freshman Julius
Tverijonas and junior Francisco Dias, who were locked

HATCHET FILE PHOTO BY ZACH MONTELLARO
Senior Viktor Svensson returns a serve in an early season match.

in a tiebreaker at 9-9.
Heading into singles play,
GW came out of the break
with a jolt of energy, leading
on five of the six courts by the
end of the first sets.
Soon after, Dias tied the
match 1-1 with an improbable straight sets victory, 6-3,
6-3, against the No. 67 player
in the nation, Alexis Heugas.
“Last year I didn’t have
much energy. This year my
energy was through the
roof,” Dias said.
Though the score was
just tied, it was a sign of possible foreshadowing that the
Colonials were looking for.
However, just as the
momentum swung towards
GW in the first sets, VCU
tied the matches on four
courts in the second sets.
With the match now baring an eerie resemblance to
last season’s nail-biting loss,

the teams headed to the third
and final sets with the score
deadlocked, 1-1.
Zelenkov gave the Colonials their first lead of
the day, winning his No. 3
singles match, 6-1, 3-6, 6-4,
just before Svensson won his
match, 6-2, 6-1, 6-4.
Looking for the championship-clinching point, the
team turned to their veteran
closer: Nikita Fomin.
Fomin’s 4-6, 7-6(4), 6-2
victory gave the Colonials
another title.
“It feels amazing to
have contributed to three of
the four titles in GW’s history and to know that you’re
leaving a legacy behind,”
Svensson said.
The team will now
prepare for the first
round of the regionals of
the NCAA Tournament,
which starts May 9.
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To place a classified ad, go to gwhatchet.com and
click on CLASSIFIEDS in the upper right corner.
For all other ads, email ads@gwhatchet.com
or call 202-994-7682.
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Have problems with your landlord?
The D.C. Tenants' Rights Center provides lowcost legal assistance to tenants in the District.
406 5th Street NW, Suite 300
Washington, DC 20001
202-681-6871
DCTenants.com

CAMPUS LIFE

RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS
CULTURAL DIFFERENCE: HOW WE
UNDERSTAND AND ADDRESS IT
Requirements:
-- GWU Junior or Senior standing at start of Fall
Semester
-- NOT studying abroad in the next 12 months
-- 15-20 minutes now for online survey
-- Answer survey again once or twice over the
next year
Please contact Eric Terzuolo, Graduate School of
Education and Human Development
Email terzuolo@gwu.edu
Or text your e-mail address to (570) 417-9792

JOBS

Hosts - The Hamilton
Very busy restaurant (Metro Center) has immediate openings for hosts.
Must be friendly, courteous, energetic and work as part of a team.
Flexible hours-day, evening & weekend shifts.
Apply in person 2:30-5pm daily or online
http://www.myclydes.com
Looking to earn some extra cash this Summer?
ARIA Pizzeria & Bar located at the Ronald Reagan and International
Trade Center has immediate openings for the following positions:
Bartenders
Servers
Service Attendants
Must be a energetic, friendly, hardworker and able to work as a team.
Flexible hours, day, evening and weekend shifts.
ARIA Pizzeria & Bar is located at:
1300 Pennsylvania Ave, NW
Washington, DC 20004
Please apply in person M-F 9am-4pm or email resume to hr@itcdc.com

STUDENT HOUSING

GWU 2 Story Apartment
Sunny and bright two story apartment one block
from GW Campus. Amenities: Dish Washer,
Disposal, Washer and Dryer inside the unit,
Central A/C, Wall to Wall Carpeting. Available
6/1/2014-5/31/2015 Summer Sublets allowed
by the tenants.
Contact Ron 2022517500 or ronroudi@
firstnationwidemgmt.com
Email ronroudi@firstnationwidemgmt.com
1BR/1BA May-August.
$1940/mo. 800sq/ft. Statesman Apts in Foggy
Bottom.
Top floor, F Street view, parquet wood
floors, renovated kitchen, dishwasher, stove,
refrigerator, full bathroom, walk-in closet,
linen closet. Unfurnished. Cable/internet not
included. Contact me at mbhasty13@gmail.com.
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Life after Peace Corps
an inspiring TED-style event with
successful Returned Volunteers

SUNDAY, April 27
11:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Jack Morton Auditorium
Get inspired. Hear from Returned Volunteers in
business, entrepreunship, gov’t, nonprofts & the arts.
Contact Scott: skumis@peacecorps.gov
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